We present a class of superfast quantum algorithms that retrieve the entire contents of a quantum database Y in a single query. The class includes binary search problems and coin-weighing problems. Our methods far exceed the efficiency of classical algorithms which are bounded by the classical information-theoretic bound. We show the connection between classical algorithms based on linear hashing codes and our quantum-mechanical method.
Quantum computers have been shown recently to be able to solve certain problems faster than any known algorithm running on a classical computer [1] [2] [3] . These problems include factoring, which can be performed in polynomial time on a quantum computer [2] , but is widely believed to be exponentially difficult on a classical computer, and database lookup which is provably faster on a quantum computer [3] . Understanding the power of quantum algorithms and developing new algorithms is of major interest as the building of a quantum computer will require a huge investment. In this letter we present quantum algorithms for binary search and coin-weighing problems in which the information in a quantum database is retrieved with a single query. This is a new illustration of the power of quantum computation.
Information theory is a useful tool for analyzing the efficiency of classical algorithms.
Problems involving information retrieval from a database are particularly amenable to such analysis. Consider this database search problem: we have a database Y contains n items, of which a single one is marked. This database is represented as a bit string y of length n with Hamming weight one. One would like to locate the marked item in as few queries to the database as possible. The queries are bit strings x of length n such that the database returns the answer
where x i and y i are the i th bits of x and y. A simple version of this problem is the case in which the allowed queries x have Hamming weight 1. The information retrieved by a single query x j = δ ij is small-it adds or eliminates item i from the set of possible marked items.
It thus takes n − 1 queries to locate the marked item in the worst case. A surprising result of Grover [3] is that a quantum mechanical algorithm can be faster than this and find the marked item with high probability in O( √ n) quantum queries, contrary to one's "classical"
intuition. Grover's algorithm does not, however, violate the information theoretic lower bound on the minimal number of queries M.
The information-theoretic lower bound [4] on M is given by the amount of information in the database divided by the maximal amount of information retrieved by a query which has A possible answers, i.e.
where H(Y ) = − y p y log 2 p y , p y is the probability for Y to contain y and y p y = 1.
Quantum algorithms employ a database that responds to superpositions of queries with superpositions of answers. The quantum database acts on two input registers: register X containing the query state |x and register B, an output register of dimension A initially containing state |b . We define the operation of querying the database as
where R y is a classical reversible transformation which maps basis states to basis states (that is, a permutation matrix) depending on the contents of the database, and a(x, y) is the answer to query x, given database state y. In a classical query only query basis states |x are used and the output register B is initially set to |0 . However, a quantum database is not restricted to working only on basis states but can handle arbitrary superpositions of inputs [5] . Because of this the information that is retrieved by a single quantum query is not bounded by log 2 A. The relevant quantity in the quantum setting is the accessible information in the registers X and B (together called XB) and the internal state of the quantum computer Φ about the database Y . Together these are always in a one of a set of pure states {|ψ y , p y } y∈Y and the accessible information on y is bounded by the Kholevo
where S(ΦXB) = Trρ ΦXB log 2 ρ ΦXB is the Von Neumann entropy of ΦXB and ρ ΦXB = y p y |ψ y ψ y |. In the case of a classical query, the Von Neumann entropy S(ΦXB) is strictly less than log 2 dim(B) = log 2 A which gives rise to the classical bound (2). Our quantum algorithms "violate" the classical information-theoretic bound by extracting extra information in the phases of the query register X. It is notable that Grover's simple Hamming weight one problem [3] has been proven optimal [7, 8] ; no quantum algorithm for this problem can violate the classical information-theoretic bound (2).
In the classical case finding a predetermined algorithm (where the information retrieved by early queries is not used to choose later queries) for these types of problems is equivalent to finding an allowed encoding which results in a unique hash of each database string y. The noiseless coding theorem [9] states that for the optimal encoding scheme the average hash length is order one larger than the information H(Y ). Our quantum algorithms make use of these classical encoding schemes for a set of equiprobable database states in a novel way.
I. BINARY SEARCH PROBLEM
For the following problem we assume that n is an integer power of two. For other n one simply extends the database size to the next higher power of two. Binary search problems are defined as problems in which the database responds with two answers to the query.
Here we look at such a search problem in which the queries have Hamming weight n/2.
Classically it is well known that the marked item can be found in log 2 n queries, which achieves the classical information-theoretic bound (2) . The k th query, g k , is a string of 2
zeros alternating with a string of 2 k−1 ones, where k = 1 . . . log 2 n (i.e. the i th bit of g k , (g k ) i , is the j th bit of i − 1 expressed in binary). The result of query k is
where z k is the k th bit of the hash z of y. The g k s are the generators of the group F of Walsh functions whose group multiplication rule is addition modulo 2. As each y has a different hash z, z uniquely determines y.
Our quantum-mechanical algorithm makes use of superpositions of all the Walsh functions. We construct the query state
|0 −|1 √ 2 state in B makes the result of a quantum query end up in the phases of X while leaving B unchanged so that after one query the state becomes
It can be shown that
In order to prove (8) we represent a Walsh function f s as
where s is an arbitrary bit string of length log 2 n. We can write
Using (5) it follows that a(f s , y) = s · z, and with this we can rewrite (8) as
As all states |ψ y and |ψ y ′ are orthogonal, they can be distinguished by a measurement and no further queries to the database are required. Before doing the measurement, we
with x ∈ S ⊥ ⇔ ∀ s x|s, 0 = 0. Thereafter we perform a Hadamard transform
These steps together result in |ψ y → |z ⊗|b . A measurement in the query basis determines z which uniquely determines y, completing the algorithm.
It is interesting that in the classical case only the generators of the Walsh functions are required, while the quantum algorithm needs all the Walsh functions to achieve this speedup.
We do not know if any speedup is possible if the database only responds to queries which are the generators.
II. COIN WEIGHING PROBLEM
Coin weighing problems are a group of problems in which a set of defective coins is to be identified in a total set of coins. Assume there are two types of coins, good and bad ones, and we can weigh arbitrary sets of coins (with a spring-scale). All sets of coins are equiprobable. A set of n coins is represented as a bit string y of length n where y i = 1
indicates that coin i is defective. A weighing can be represented by a query string x, where x i specifies whether coin i is included in the set to be weighed. The result of a classical weighing is the Hamming weight of the bitwise product of x and y, w H (x ∧ y). For this problem the information theoretic bound (2) gives
This is close to what the best predetermined algorithm which perfectly identifies the set of coins can achieve [4] lim n→∞ M pre (n) = 2n log 2 (n) .
If one has a spring scale capable of performing weighings in superposition, then, as in the binary search case, there is a quantum algorithm that identifies the defective coins perfectly with a single weighing.
We construct a query state
After the query we have (using (−1)
We see that ψ y |ψ ′ y will be of the same form as (11). Thus we can perform a Hadamard transform and measure in the query basis to perfectly distinguish the 2 n different sets of coins.
III. RANDOM CODING
The binary search problem and the coin weighing problem are special cases of the problem of determining which of a set Y containing k N bit strings is in a database. In the general problem there is a database Y that contains k equiprobable base A strings of length n. The queries x are all possible base A strings of length n, the elements of (Z Z A ) n . The database returns the answer
The information H(Y ) is equal to log A k. A classical predetermined algorithm to determine y with high probability makes use of m = log A k + l random strings, where l is a small integer. Pick m linearly independent random base A strings of length n; these are the hash specifications g i , i = 1 . . . m. Similarly to (5) we define the hash as
where z k is the k th digit of z. The g i s are used to compress the string y of length n to the hash strings z of length m. What is the probability that the hash z of y determines y uniquely? The probability that two base A strings of length m have the same hash is equal
. Thus, the probability of a collision with y is
For small 2 −l we approximate
This probability can be made arbitrarily small for only a relatively small l. Thus O(log A k) random g i s are sufficient to retrieve the information with arbitrary high probability of error.
It is clear that for negative l the length of the hashes is not sufficiently large to avoid collisions. A hash length of O(log A k) is thus necessary as well as sufficient. If the contents of the database are to be determined with certainty, the hash length must be made larger.
A hash code with no collisions and with hash length O(2 log A k) always exists (cf. the discussion of the birthday problem [11] ).
Our quantum algorithm to determine the contents of the database in a single query with high probability makes use of this classical random hashing construction. The random strings g i , i = 1 . . . m are the generators of a group C A . The multiplication rule for this group is a digit-wise addition modulo A and the identity element is the string 0. Members of C A can be written as
with c(s) k the k th digit of a group element c(s) and s is a base A string of length m. Due to the linear independence of the generators, C A is a subgroup of (Z Z A ) n with A m elements.
For c(s) ∈ C A there is a one-to-one map between c(s) and its hash z defined in (19). This is true as
which follows from the linear independence of the generators.
In the quantum algorithm we construct a state
with ω A = e i2π A . The query results in the state
We can write, using the hash z of y defined in (19)
Thus we have
If two different strings y and y ′ have a different hash, they are thus distinguishable by a measurement. The probability that this occurs (21) can be made arbitrary small just as in the classical case since the hash function is the same. In order to measure, we first reversibly transform to the |s basis as in (12) and then we perform a Fourier transform
A measurement in the query basis determines z and, with high probability, y.
IV. DISCUSSION
We use the number of queries to the database as the figure of merit for our algorithms, rather than the total time required for the calculation. In our algorithms the number of elementary operations on the quantum registers of length n is a polynomial in n trade-off between the number and types of allowed queries, the size of the quantum registers and the total time involved in the computation will provide insight into the extendability of these superfast quantum computations.
We have chosen the quantum database R y as defined in (3) to make a fair comparison with the classical setting. A unitary U y could easily become more powerful as was pointed out in [10] . At its most general, a quantum database could be defined by an arbitrary unitary transformation acting on an input register and a hidden quantum state (the database). This has no good classical analogue and might be be worthwhile to explore.
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